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Stone tool knapping at the Wakelin site.

The past two decades have witnessed
a growing appreciation of Canada's ear
liest heritage, the prehistoric record of
Canada's first people. Some of our ear
liest systematic archaeological research
was conducted by W.J. Wintemberg, an
archaeologist with the National Museum
in Ottawa. In 1913, Wintembergunder
took surveys and test excavations in both
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island,
spending some three weeks in the latter.
Wintemberg documented private collec
tions of prehistoric artifacts, and also sur
veyed much of the Island's north coast
from Malpeque Bay to St. Peters Bay.
Most of the sites he located were in the
Malpeque and Rustico Bay areas, and
were primarily shell middens - accu
mulations of discarded shells in refuse
heaps from prehistoric encampments.
The largest of these sites was later exca
vated by Wintemberg in 1937. While the
results of his fruitful work were never
published, an archival manuscript by
him is at the National Museum of Man.

Although this pioneering effort
showed the Island to be as rich in
archaeological sites as other areas of the
Maritimes, the province has received rel
atively little attention from archaeologists
until recent years. Indeed, Wintemberg's
work here was not followed up until half
a century later when Dr. Richard Pear
son re-examined several of his sites dur
ing a 1961-62 Maritime survey. In 1974
75 Parks Canada sponsored a team from

Memorial University of Newfoundland
under Dr. James Tuck which surveyed
and excavated sites in Savage Harbour,
North Lake and South Lake localities.
These results are as yet unreported. The
only really sustained involvement in Is
land prehistory over the years has been
by Islanders. The best summary to date
of Island prehistory and early native his
tory is found in Dr J. H. Maloney's excel
lent article in Canada's Smallest Prov
ince (1973).

After 70 years of, at best, sporadic
archaeological work in Prince Edward
Island, there remains much to be
learned. This fact served as the primary
incentive for initiating an in-depth
archaeological program by the National
Museum of Man in 1979. Following
several field seasons of this continuing
program, the story of the Island's pre
history is beginning to unfold.

The Prehistoric Northumbria
From what we now understand of the

prehistory of Eastern Canada, man had
arrived in the Maritimes by 10,600 years
ago (roughly 8,600 Be. Biologically,
these early people (or Palaeo-Indians)
were like present-day man. Dependent
on the hunting of game and foraging,
their life was a rugged one, most prob
ably a transient existence that moved
with the seasons and regional availability
of resources. A site (or land area reflect
ing earlier human activity) as early as the

10,600-year-old one at Debert, Nova
Scotia, has yet to be found elsewhere in
the region; however, distinctive artifacts
made by early man have been found in
many areas of the Maritimes.

To understand how these people ar
rived in the region requires an under
standing of their natural surroundings.
Geological evidence shows that follow
ing the retreat of the last ice advance,
known as the Wisconsin Glacial Stage,
about 14,000 years ago, sea levels were
higher than today. Flooding from the
melting ice caps raised sea levels, particu
larly in the western part of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, well above present levels. In
western Prince Edward Island, remnants
of this higher sea level stage are found as
raised marine terraces. Shells from these
ancient beaches have been dated to
12,000-13,000 years ago. These
beaches remained after the land re
bounded from this post-glacial event, re
sulting in lower sea levels. Over a period
of four or five thousand years sea levels
in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
dropped by as much as 40 metres below
the present shoreline.

The most obvious physical changes
would have occurred in shallow areas
such as Northumberland Strait. Between
11,000 and 5,000 years ago the Strait
became exposed, and was later re
flooded by rising water levels. At its max
imum extent some 7,000 to 8,000 years
ago, the exposed Strait area joined
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Prince Edward Island to the mainland
along a 250-kilometre range from Kent
County in eastern New Brunswick to
northern Nova Scotia. This now,
submerged Strait area would have sup
ported both plant and animal life. Jlike to
think of this area as a kind of ancient
"province," and have named it "North
umbria." Across this bridge, some
10,000 years ago, the Island's first peo
ple travelled on foot -as frustrated car
ferry passengers may sometimes wish
they could do today.

Eastern Kings Fieldwork
In 1979 a brief examination of the

region between Souris and East Point
was carried out under my direction. Our
attention was attracted largely because
of discoveries made by Islanders. The
success of our first investigations owes
much to the keen interest and help of a
number of Islanders, especially Regan
Paquet, curator of the Basin Head
Fisheries MuseuIl1, whose finds at Basin
Head provided valuable clues to the
places where man had lived in pre
historic .times. Productive testing at a
number of localities in the area con
vinced us that, indeed, more waste be
found here.

The following summer of 1980 we re
turned with a larger field crew of uni
versity students from the Maritimes, and
the search began in earnest. Our .major
objective now was to find sites where
artifacts and other evidence of past
habitations lay undisturbed in their orig
inal context Without preserved soil stra
ta, it would be impossible to accurately
determine the age or nature of these
habitation sites. As with all detective
work, the careful recording and removal
of artifacts and other data are essential in
providing clues to reconstructing the
past.

In 1981 another crew was' formed and
again new sites were more extensively
explored. DUring last summer (1982),
several important ·new sites have been
identified. However, this season's efforts
were primarily focused on· the lengthy
task of analysis and interpretation of
these finds, so that we could begin to
reconstruct events associated with these
early people and their environs in pre~

history.

The MacDonald Site
The area from Souris to East Point

appears to have had a special attraction
to early Maritime peoples. Over the
course of our several summers' research,
some of the reasons for this attraction

c.6000 years ago

Tibia, Muskrat
j Incisor tooth, Beaver
k Fish bones, various species
I Metabone, probably Walrus
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KEY: a-d Seal bones
e Molar tooth, Woodland Caribou
f Molar tooth, Woodland Caribou
g Premolar tooth, Black Bear
h Premolar tooth, Red Fox

10,000-8000 years ago

Effects ofsea level change in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence from 10,000 years
ago. to .the present.

Selected faunal remains excavated from the MacDonald site illustrate the kinds
of animal species that were hunted, fished, or trapped for food and raw materials
during the late prehistoric period.
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Excavations in progress at the MacDonald site during 1980.

became apparent. Almost all of the
archaeological sites are found along the
present-day shoreline, close to salt water
and usually not far from fresh water. Ves
tiges of past prehistoric camps - frag
ments of shells and bones, discarded or
lost pieces of stone or pottery - were
found along the shore, the only traces of
once flourishing cultures.

What was probably one of the more
popular camping spots between 800 and
1000 AD is the MacDonald site near East
Point. From preserved remains there we
can say that the people's major food re
source appears to have been the seal,
(probably the harp seal), hunted in late
winter or early spring. Some of the seals
may have been captured ashore, but
most were likely harpooned from boats.
Other animals represented at the Mac
Donald site include beaver, otter, fox,
turtle and caribou, and fishes such as
salmon and flounder. Shellfish in many
forms was also important in the daily
diet.

The presence of discarded shells in the
middens has changed the chemical na
ture of the soil, and has preserved bone
and other organic materials otherwise
destroyed because of acid soils. This
accidental preservation gives us informa-

tion on ··the kinds of animals eaten and
used by these early peoples, and some
clues as to the time of year when the site
was occupied. The presence of certain
types of animals may also have
technological implications, perhaps in
dicating special hunting or fishing gear,
or the need for a water craft. Of course,
one must also remember those things
not preserved, such as clothing, basket
ry, and other articles made of plant and
animal materials.

We have a fairly accurate estimate of
when these early people came to the
MacDonald site through radio-carbon
dating. Because only organic materials
such as bone and wood can be dated by
this method, archaeological sites are
dated by association - in this case, from
the fragments of charcoal collected from
fire hearths unearthed at the SouthLake
site. Radio-carbon dates suggest that the
site was occupied between 800 and
1000 AD, probably for several months
each year while the hunting and fishing
were good.

The popular notion that the native
peoples only came to Prince Edward Is
land dUring the summer months, may
only be true as a recent historic pattern.
Seasonality evidence (such as that found

at the MacDonald site) for a late winter/
early spring habitation, suggests that pre
historic man came also at other times of
the year to exploit available resources,
and conceivably might represent mobile
year-round inhabitants travelling to var,
ious parts of the Island and mainland at
different times of the year for different
resources.

Based on what we currently know, this
late prehistoric period in the Island's his
tory seems to have been the time of
greatest use of the Island's natural re
sources. DUring this period throughout
the Northeast, populations began to ex
pand, and competition for resources in
creased. Before this time, fewer sites re
main. On Prince Edward Island the
proportion of earlier sites is still lower,
since it is these coastal sites that have
suffered the greatest damage due to
changing sea levels and, more recently,
shoreline erosion.

The Wakelin Site
A site dating to about 2,000 years ago

is the Wakelin site, found near Basin
Head. The good bone preservation
characteristic of the MacDonald site was
not present here, hence lifeway inter
pretations can only be speculated. But
given this site's coastal location and lim
ited extent and size of cultural deposit,
this site was probably a seasonal hunting
and fishing camp. Our excavations ex
posed concentrations of stone flakes,

A partially reconstructed vessel from the
MacDonald site. Its surface is decorated
with a cord-wrapped stick tool. The ves
sel dates to 800-1000 AD. Diameter:
15 cm.
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d) scrapers for working hides or
shaping wood or bone

c

a) flaked stone arrow points
b) multi-purpose knives
c) drill or awl

Stone implements from the MacDonald site, dated 800-1000 AD.

A variety offlaked stone implements from the Wakelin site, used in hunting land and
sea mammals. Some of these tools would also have functioned as knives for
butchering and other cutting needs. These implements are about 2000 years old.

broken and discarded stone tools 
places where flint knappers (specialists
who made the tools) had sat with ham
mer in hand and reduced by flaking large
chunks of stone into spear points, scrap
ers or knives. The stone used was obtain
able locally from beach gravels, such as
are found at North Lake harbour. This
exclusive use of local stone suggests less
contact with the mainland than was evi
dent at the more recent MacDonald site.
There, imported varieties of stone from
the Nova Scotia Bay of Fundy region,
such as cherts and chaludonies, were
used extensively for manufacturing
tools.

An important ceramic find at the
Wakelin site indicates traditional ties to
mainland prehistoric groups. Even
though the site sample consisted of only
a few fragmentary pieces of fired clay
pottery, from the distinctive decorative
pattern of impressions on the clay sur
face it is identifiable as belonging to one
of the earliest ceramic-making traditions
in the Northeast. This pottery was intro
duced from the south, gradually diffus
ing into the Maritimes some 2,000 to
2,500 years ago.

Prehistory to the Present
Further back than about 2,500 years

ago, clues to the prehistoric record are
rare. Certainly man did live here, either
seasonally or year-round, as evidenced
by surface finds of distinctive artifacts
normally associated with earlier Archaic
populations in other regions of the Mari
times and New England. Understanding
the changing Island landscape becomes
increasingly important as the
archaeologist searches for earlier evi
dence. Changes in climate and the kinds
of plants and animals available as food
and materials affected the people and
their way of life.

The lower position of the shoreline
before 2000 Be means that many then
coastal sites are now submerged and
destroyed. For these early periods we
are therefore going to have to rely heavi
lyon evidence unearthed from inland
sites. There is also some possibility that
protected areas of the coast may still re
tain submerged archaeological deposits,
preserved intact. Submerged sites found
along the southern New England coast
offer some hope that similar archaeolog
ical sites may yet be found along Prince
Edward Island's coast.

From our work over the past three
years we see cultural patterns beginning
to emerge. However, it is abundantly
clear that we have really just begun to
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Careful screening of excavated soil by field crew memberJayne Ings ensures that
even the smallest artifacts are noticed.
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scratch the surface of the Island's pre
historic heritage, a record which spans
man's presence on Prince Edward Island
for more than 10,000 years.

The search for clues to understanding
and recreating this elusive past must con
tinue. Archaeology, particularly in coas
tal regions such as the Maritimes, is a race
against time, and against the destructive
elements in nature and in growing hu
man populations. For example, rising
water levels have eroded shorelines, and
the absence of conservation measures
such as contour ploughing has created
extensive downcutting during periods of
heavy rainfall. This downcutting forms
wedges in the embankment resulting in
large pieces of land breaking away, espe
cially where vegetation has been cut
away. With this erosion, cultural deposits
are scattered and lost. Therefore it is im
perative that an assessment of each sec
tion of the Island's shoreline be under
taken as soon as possible in order that we
may record, if not save, those sites that
are actively eroding. The archaeological

record is a fragile one and easily des
troyed. It is a non-renewable resource
and once lost, forever leaves a missing
page, perhaps even an opening chapter,
in history. Through a combined effort of
many people, the story of this earliest
chapter of Island history will be told.
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